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Easter: A Time for Remembering and Re-Membering 

 By Rebecca Sangeetha  

Easter in South India can be considered a festival of remembering and re-
membering.  

It is a festival where Christians remember God’s victory over the death-
dealing powers which crucified Christ on the cross. Church goers are reminded that though 
powers and principalities, death, distress and defeat seem have the last say they are 
overcome in and through Christ’s resurrection. The tomb can’t hold hope in captivity. In 
Christ hope has been reborn and has broken free from the clutches of sin and death.  The 
dominant symbol of the resurrection - the open tomb - is symbolised by the jasmine flower 
decorations in churches which have just bloomed from their buds and greet church goers 
with their festive fragrance. In Easter we are reminded of our opportunity and 
responsibility to bear testimony to the hope that is within us. Easter for many Christians is 
also a time to remind ourselves of the cost of our discipleship. We are reminded of how 
Christian discipleship may be feeble in identifying with Jesus when the going gets tough at 
the foot of the cross – like the disciples who desert or deny him. We are reminded also 
about how the women followers of Jesus did not desert Jesus but identify with him in his 
suffering.Easter is not just about remembering but also about re-membering the body of 
Christ. The church in India is Christ’s broken body dismembered by the sin of patriarchy. 
Women are discriminated against when it comes to holding positions of leadership within 
the church despite making up most of the church-goers.  

However, Easter time offers reprieve and repentance from these patriarchal clutches. This 
is because Easter is the time of the year when the apostolic role of women as the first 
proclaimers of Christ’s resurrection is celebrated and their courage and commitment 
affirmed. It is not unusual for many churches to have a woman as their preacher for the 
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Easter sunrise service. The sermon reminds us of how the church has suppressed the 
discipleship of women and denied them their deserved role within churches. Coming as it 
does after the Lenten time of penance, Easter has in it 

the seeds of re-membering the Church in terms of a ‘discipleship of equals’ where the gifts 
of both men and women are recognised and reaffirmed. This re-membered body of Christ 
reflects the new creation ushered in by the resurrected Christ – a new creation re-created 
through selfless love, renewed in faith and rebuilt on hope. 

The painting by He Qui of an 
angel proclaiming the resurrection 
captures the aspect of 
remembering and re-membering. 
Women are very much part of this 
resurrection story in which the 
powers of death and darkness are 
on the run. However, rather than 
communicating a triumphant 
gospel the painting conveys a 
peaceable gospel as symbolised by 
the lily in the hands of the angel - 
a sign of purity and peace. Easter 
for South Indians is story of this 
peaceable gospel where our lives 
are purged of sin and suffering by 
the risen Christ and the church 
becomes a peaceable community 
where both men and women 
become partners in the peaceable 
gospel of Christ.  

Bearing Witness: North Korea August 2014   By Peter Prove  

In October 2014, I visited North Korea. Definitely not on the usual tourist trail, 
even the ecumenical tourist trail… But I returned in a position to definitively 
answer the perennial question “Are there really Christians in North Korea?” – 
the answer is yes.    

The Korean Christian Federation (KCF) represents an 
estimated 13,000 Christians in North Korea. Most of them 
worship in small house churches, but the KCF has two 
actual church buildings, both in Pyongyang. My WCC 
colleagues and I worshipped in one of them, and visited 
the other. We also saw some of KCF’s diaconal/social 
service activities – including a small bakery that produces 
nutritionally-enhanced bread products for distribution to 
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kindergartens and orphanages, and a vegetable and fruit garden from which members of 
their community can glean food. We visited the theological seminary at which students are 
trained for church leadership. 

The KCF is officially recognized by the North Korean government. The mother of Kim Il 
Sung – the founding father of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (North Korea) – 

was a Christian, and this heritage seems to have 
resulted in a certain felt association between the 
government and the KCF. Indeed, the KCF 
leadership is also related – albeit at some distance – 
to the ruling Kim family. 

As with any officially recognized institution in 
North Korea, the KCF is not independent of the 
government in the way that people in the West 

would expect and understand. The policy perspectives that they share are not different 
from those articulated by the government. But at the same time, I am convinced that KCF 
represents a genuine community of Christians in worship and witness, seeking to carry out 
their Christian calling within the political and social environment in which they live – as 
we all must.  

When first taking up my current responsibilities as 
Director for International Affairs at the World Council 
of Churches, and in considering the mandate received 
from the Busan Assembly in 2013 to renew 
engagement in promoting peace and reconciliation on 
the Korean Peninsula, I had grave doubts about 
whether the ecumenical movement had any 
meaningful contribution to make in such an 
entrenched political conflict and militarized division. 
But that was before I learned about the WCC’s 30-year history of promoting encounter 
between North and South Korea, through the church structures on both sides of the divide.  

I won’t recount that whole history here (a video about this history is available at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ct12dXvW4q0) , but suffice it to say that given the 
current situation on the Korean peninsula, with greatly increased political tensions having 
resulted in the suspension of the family reunification meetings and the closure of many 

other opportunities for encounter between North and 
South Koreans, this WCC-managed process is now an 
almost unique channel for North and South Koreans to 
meet each other, and for North Koreans to engage with 
the wider world. As my former boss at the Lutheran 
World Federation used to say, it’s when people are 
prevented from meeting each other as fellow human 
beings that enemy images flourish. So in the current 
context of almost complete isolation between the 
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people of North and South Korea, the ecumenical channel for that people-to-people 
encounter is a rare and extremely precious asset for peace and reconciliation in the region. 

One personal experience of such person-to-
person encounter occurred while we were 
being taken to a prominent monument in 
Pyongyang – the Tower of the Juche Idea 
(picture right). The Juche Idea is the 
cornerstone of the North Korea political 
ideology. Its key concepts have to do with 
independence and self-reliance. The tower – 
said to be the highest stone tower in the world 
– is a prominent landmark in Pyongyang and 
offers a commanding view over the city. In the 
bookshop in the base of the tower, I purchased 
and English translation of writings on the Juche Idea.  Over lunch with the representative of 
the KCF and the representative of the government (who, as with every foreign visitor, 
accompanied us throughout our stay), I asked many questions about the Juche Idea, and 
especially about how the KCF related to this pivotal political concept in its Christian life 
and witness in the country. At the end, our North Korean counterparts had tears in their 
eyes, and said that it had been the best conversation that they had ever had with anyone 
from outside. They were deeply moved that a foreigner was actually interested to 
understand their political ideology. 

During our visit, we also gained a deeper insight into the cycle of provocation and counter-
provocation as experienced from the North Korean side. While the incendiary language 
and actions by the North Korean regime are well reported in the western media, the other 

side of the story is less well-known. For 
example, the North Korean authorities are 
frequently antagonized by an intermittent 
campaign by conservative South Koreans – 
often evangelical Christians – involving 
sending quite aggressive propaganda leaflets 
over the border by helium balloons. The 
North Korean regime invariably complains 
to the South Korean authorities to prevent 
any such activities, but the South Koreans 
demur on the grounds of freedom of speech. 
The North Koreans, however, cannot 

understand why – if the South is genuinely interested in dialogue – they cannot prevent the 
balloons from being launched. Eventually, the North Koreans typically resort to firing on 
the balloons to prevent them coming across the border – at which point the South Korean 
and western media will generally report on a provocative live fire incident from the North, 
but without explaining the backstory leading to that outcome. 
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On the other hand, I was deeply impressed 
by the very evident passion for reunification 
that many people we spoke to in North 
Korea expressed. The spoke of a deep desire 
for reconciliation and reunification, but 
without being obliged to relinquish their 
ideology and system. They seek a 
confederation with the South, but are 
determined to avoid a ‘conquest’ by the 
South through military, political or economic 
means. 

The Korean peninsula is the most militarized and dangerous divide on earth, and a source 
of instability for the north-east Asian region and for the whole world. An isolated and 
neurotic nuclear-armed regime feels itself backed into a corner. As alien and even insane 
that regime may appear to us, the cause of peace and stability does not seem likely to be 
served by pushing it further into a corner. The path of dialogue and engagement may be a 
better path to reducing tensions and ultimately to addressing the major concerns regarding 
human rights. And if the international ecumenical movement can play a role in keeping 
open the door to dialogue, engagement and peace, that will be a noble and sacred task.  

 

Happiness                 By Julia Siebel  

Last summer, I went to Kenya on a humanitarian trip. 
I was in a group of twenty five young adults and 
teenagers. We went to the city of Bondo in the region 
of Rarieda and worked with a local association named 
Rafiki. Rafiki has created a training and resource 
centre for all the region of Rarieda, and also sponsors 
orphan kids by giving money to the families or 
guardians so they can go to school and pay for food.  

When we arrived at the Rafiki association, we 
split into three groups: social activities, wealth 
program and the field group. 

The field group went to Kenya to teach carpentry and metallurgy in the training centre so 
the local students could learn from Swiss students and exchange knowledge. 

The wealth program went to the sponsored children house to treat a very famous disease in 
the region: the Jigger Bug. It's a little bug that penetrates in the foot skin and reproduces, 
when it dies, it stays in the skin and it hurts very much when not removed. The wealth 
team removed and treated the kids but without any anaesthesia, it was a very unpleasant 
procedure. 
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My group was the Social activities group. We 
went to the sponsored kids houses as well, but to 
help their guardians with the ''house work'': we 
harvested maize, cleaned the fish ponds built pit 
latrines and houses. We had a very strong contact 
with the community and met with the village 
chief. We also visited schools and had meetings 
with the guardians of the children. 

Every Saturday, all the groups went to the schools 
to help provide a big meal to the kids and to play 
with them. This was the most touching part of the 
trip because we had a personal contact with every 
kid, had the opportunity to speak and ask them about their lives as we all ate together. The 
meal is free and every child was required to bring a wood stick to light the fire for cooking. 
All the food is provided by the Rafiki association and the women living around the school 
help to cook. This meal is often the only meal the children eat for the whole day and this is 
only made possible because of the generous donations of people here in Geneva. 

Seeing all those children in their own wilderness was a strong experience and in my 
opinion, is something everyone should see. Some people ask me if what I did really helped 
the children in Rarieda, but the more I think about it, the more I realize that it is they who 
have changed me the most. Wherever we went, we saw poverty but whoever we saw, we 
saw happiness in their eyes. 

 

Congratulations to Njeri Njoroge 
and Gatonye Ngugi 

 

Congratulations to Njeri Njoroge and 
Gatonye Ngugi on the lovely and 
beautiful occasion of their marriage that 
took place 13th December 2014 at the 
Presbyterian Church of East Africa (aka 
PCEA) Loresho Community 
Church, Nairobi, Kenya.  May God give 
them a wonderful life together. 

If you wish to send a congratulatory message, the new couple can be reached on email at 
the address gatonyeandnjeri@gmail.com.  
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Literature corner 

By Cynthia Wilbers and John Moyer 

Cynthia: I recommend the book: City of Thieves by David Benioff 

Set in the middle of the siege of Leningrad, the book 
tells of two young men, disparate in background and 
character brought together by bad luck and 
circumstance when they are thrown into jail, one for looting, the other 
for desertion. In lawless Leningrad they should both be shot for their 
crimes but they are given the chance to save themselves when a 
powerful Russian colonel sets them the outrageous task of finding a 
dozen eggs to put in his daughter’s wedding cake. Lev and Kolya set 
off on a mad hunt, through a deprived, desperate city, where one egg is 

worth its weight in gold, where survival is only for the quickest and the cleverest, where 
cutthroats and cannibals abound, in frantic search of the impossible.   

I like the book because it is an intimate and adventurous tale of boys 
becoming men, set in a sad and terrifying moment in history, 
peopled with vibrant, vivid characters and told with a touch, in 
equal measure, of empathy and of humour. 

John: I highly recommend James Barr, A Line in the Sand: Britain, 
France and the Struggle That Shaped the Middle East. This is the tale of a 
clandestine struggle for power between two empires that led to the 
Israeli occupation of Palestine and the Palestinian attempt to regain 
its land. This book combines an amazing tale with careful research. 
It's a must read for anyone who wants peace in the Middle East. 
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Rendez-Vous With Ashley Bunting-Seeber  

Ashley lives with her husband Kilian Seeber and her daughter Josephine 
(11 months). She works as a Desktop Publishing Assistant at the United 
Nations Office at Geneva, and has been part of our congregation since the 
fall of 2006.  

Have you had a mentor at some point in your life or career? What did 
s/he teach you? 

I’ve had two great mentors: one was my counseling psychology professor, who taught me 
what it looked like to be honest and have integrity in relationships for the mutual 
transformation of both people into the image of Christ. The second was my boss during a 
book project, who showed me how to be a good manager: he gave me his trust and respect, 
and because of that, I worked harder for him than I have for anyone. 

What is one of your favorite places and why do you love it?  

One of my favorite places in Geneva is the Bois de Vessy, just outside the Bout du Monde 
sports complex. There’s a trail that runs along the Arve, and you can just disappear into the 
woods, barely aware that the city is so close by. One of my favorite places in the Lake 
Geneva area is the Terraces des Lavaux World Heritage Site between Vevey and Lausanne. 
It’s a beautiful walk among the vineyards, and if you need sun and there’s any sun to be 
had in the valley, you can get plenty of it there. 

What is your idea of the perfect dinner? Who is present?  

My idea of the perfect dinner is at our house, with my husband cooking, our daughter and 
our dog providing the entertainment, and anyone from our congregation as our guest! 

How would you describe the way you approach faith? God? Prayer?  

I was raised as a Lutheran, and even though I had some key moments of understanding 
and conversion (I was even baptized again as a teenager!), God’s message of grace really 
didn’t sink in until I suffered from burnout during my first ministry job after Bible college. 
That’s when I finally understood I couldn’t do anything to earn God’s love or prove my 
love for him any more – I just needed to live as he made me, and leave the rest to him. 

What is the best decision you have ever made?  

To marry my husband. 

Can you name a piece of art (painting, music, etc.) or writing (literature, essays, etc.) that 
touches you and tell us why?  

A piece of music that always moves me is the first two movements of Vivaldi’s Gloria. The 
first movement is “Gloria in excelsis Deo,” and is very celebratory, even a bit bombastic, as 
you would expect a “Gloria” to be. But then the next movement, “Et in terra pax,” is very 
haunting, and a bit heartbreaking. I think Vivaldi perfectly captures the tension always 
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present in the Bible and in our lives, that we can celebrate because God is who he says he is, 
and yet peace on earth is always and still a difficult and heartbreaking endeavor. 

What were your plans after secondary school? Did everything turn out as you had 
wished?  

When I was in secondary school, I thought I would go into public policy or public service 
in some form, until I felt called to the ministry (Christian ministry as a pastor). So I went to 
Bible college, but throughout my time there, I struggled between my passion for politics 
and my call to the ministry. After my burnout in my first ministry job, I finally realized the 
two are not incompatible: that one can live out both callings in both places. And now, after 
pursuing further education in both subjects, I’m still looking for a job that’s the right fit. 

Would you say that you’re basically an optimistic person? Do you have hope for the 
future of the world?  

Although I feel (and probably sound!) pretty cynical these days, I think the act of having a 
child is fundamentally a hopeful act. I would not have had a child if I really thought our 
world was surely doomed. It’s true that with climate change, wars and disease, it looks 
pretty bleak out there sometimes (and I do feel hopeless sometimes!), but somehow I still 
believe that God and those working as his hands and feet are going to pull through. 

How do you relax? 

My first reaction was to laugh at this question, because with an 11-month-old crawling 
around, there isn’t a whole lot of relaxing going on. ☺ But before going to bed, Kilian and I 
are (re)watching the television series The West Wing. If you haven’t seen it, it basically has 
as its motto: “Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful and committed citizens can 
change the world. You know why? It’s the only thing that ever has.” 

When you do feel uncomfortable in a social situation?  

I’m uncomfortable in every social situation. ☺ Because I tend pretty strongly toward 
introversion, socializing does not come naturally to me. However, during my twenties I 
started to realize that, for me, fellowship actually counts as a spiritual discipline, right 
along with prayer, Scripture reading and others. That’s to say that it’s something that does 
not come naturally to me, but something that I continually work at, because the freedom 
and the joy that result from it are worth the investment and hard work. 

What is something that you miss from your home country or town?  

I’m from Tucson, Arizona, in the south western United States, just 90 minutes north of the 
Mexican border. So for me the answer is clear and simple: good Mexican food!!! 

This newsletter comes out around Easter and the theme is hope. Is there a thought or 
verse of Scripture that fills you with hope as a Christian?  

That God isn’t done with me yet – Philippians 1:6. 
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Pastor’s Column – Easter 2015 

Hope Against Hope     By Rev. Andy Willis 

Hoping against hope, he believed that he would become “the father of many 
nations,” according to what was said. . . . (Rom. 4:18) 

This is Paul’s famous description of Abraham’s faith—faith that Paul 
holds up as a powerful example for the Christian communities he’s writing to. He trusted 
God’s word to him; he stood “fully convinced that God was able to do what God had 
promised” (4:21); he hoped against hope. 

That last little phrase is a wonderful one, isn’t it? We normally use that word hope in a 
pretty tame way. We hope for good weather on the evening of the Easter Vigil. Or we hope 
the grocery store isn’t too crowded when we get there to do the shopping. Or we hope the 
book we want to read is available at the library. 

Sure, we use that word when the outcome isn’t certain, but usually, we use it when the 
chances are pretty good. 50/50. Or 60/40. When there’s at least a reasonable chance our 
hopes will come true. 

We don’t usually use it for the big things. When did you last hear someone say, I hope the 
refugee crisis will come to an end? Or I hope we will completely do away with Ebola? Or I hope we 
will eradicate hunger from the world? Those sorts of statements sound naïve, ill-informed, 
unreasonable. 

And yet, that’s the sort of hope we find in the Bible. It’s the sort of hope Abraham and 
Sarah exemplified, 90-some years old and without children, their bodies “as good as dead,” 
in Paul’s words. They laugh when God promises them a child—and yet, they find 
themselves caught by that strange, unreasonable thing called faith. 

To hope against hope means to cling 
to hope for dear life when all 
reasonable expectations for it are 
gone. To hope over-and-above the 
usual, tame way we use that word. 
Not when the chances are 60/40, 
but when they appear next to 
nothing. 

We have been walking in the 
wilderness this Lent, recalling those 
wilderness places that we know in 

our lives and that so many know in the world today. That can sound like a pretty bleak 
way to spend 40 days, but I hope it hasn’t been for you. Our faith calls us to look at those 
difficult realities of life with clear-eyed honesty—and at just the same time, to “hope 
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against hope.” To build a tent in the midst of the wilderness and sing of the time when the 
wilderness itself will be no more.  

That’s the hope of Easter. In the resurrection, we see not the usual I hope the bus isn’t late 
today reasonable kind of hope, but hope against hope—the triumph of God over death 
itself. And that means that we can live differently here and now. 

Jürgen Moltmann, a theologian who wrote whole books about hope, once said it this way: 
“[Faith] sees in the resurrection of Christ not the eternity of heaven, but the future of the 
very earth on which his cross stands. It sees in him the future of the very humanity for 
which he died. That is why it finds the cross the hope of the earth.” 

That’s where we’re going this Easter, and that’s where we ultimately live as people of faith. 
We are people who have glimpsed God’s future for this world and who see it as something 
worth striving for with joy, worth working for today.  

We don’t ignore the wilderness around us. We point to Christ there.  

And we hope against hope. 

Peace, 

Andy Willis  
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Worship: 

29 March - Palm / Passion Sunday Worship, 11h00 

2 April - Maundy Thursday Worship, 19h30 (Joint service with the German-Speaking 
Congregation) 

3 April - Good Friday Worship, 19h30 

4 April - Easter Vigil, 20h30 (Joint service with the German-Speaking Congregation) 

5 April - Easter Sunday Worship, 11h00 

3 May - Fifth Sunday of Easter Worship, 11h00 (Joint service with the Swedish 
Congregation) 

24 May - Pentecost Sunday Worship, 11h00 

14 June - Confirmation Sunday Worship, 11h00 
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Meetings, Events, Classes: 

29 March – Congregation Council Meeting, 13h30 

4 April – Serving at Jardin Montbrillant Soup Kitchen, 10h00 

26 April – Congregation Council Meeting, 13h30 

2 May – Serving at Jardin Montbrillant Soup Kitchen, 10h00 

31 May – Congregational Assembly, 13h30 

 


